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ABSTRACT
Aiming at understanding the role of short-term memory in
subjective image quality assessment, we report and compare
results from two pair-comparison methods: stimuli shown
side-by-side versus stimuli shown one after the other. Our re-
sults suggest that there is a significant chance that an observer
will make different quality assessments in the two setups.

Index Terms— Image quality assessment, Pair-comparison,
Perception, Memory.

1. INTRODUCTION

The way we perceive differences between visual stimuli has
been vastly studied in the context of Image-Quality Assess-
ment (IQA). Given two versions of the same digital image
(e.g. before and after compression), the purpose of objec-
tive IQA is basically to rate the difference between them,
similarly to how a standard human observer would. Hav-
ing a model that correlates with human judgment is partic-
ularly important in automatic quality-aware image process-
ing for enhancement, compression, cross-media reproduction,
etc. Most IQA models (see e.g. [1] for a recent review) are
therefore designed to estimate what information (in the gen-
eral sense) is conveyed from a given visual stimulus to the
decision-making parts of the brain. In that matter, the no-
tion of internal representations, i.e. how visual information
is stored and processed in our brains [2], is of the essence.
The way these representations are generated, their nature and
the level of details that they contain depend, however, just as
much on the light signal entering our eye and reaching our
brain, than on factors like our expectations with respect to
the scene/task, fatigue, memory, awareness or even cultural
background. Despite the fact that popular models such as the
Structural SIMilarity index [3] or the recent Visual Saliency
Index [4] generate quality scores which correlate to a large ex-
tent to recorded subjective scores, very little is known about
the role played by these high-level factors.
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Phenomena such as change blindness [5] have suggested
that internal representations are somewhat flawed [6], in that
only partial information about a stimulus can be recovered
(i.e. remembered) after observation. The game “spot the dif-
ference”, in which relatively large differences between two
visual stimuli can go unnoticed for significant periods of time
[7], is a good example of this phenomenon. It implies that ob-
servers can only evaluate a limited set of image attributes at a
time and therefore that some of these attributes are prioritised
over others [8]. Attributes which are considered as impor-
tant are checked first, resulting in a faster detection of modi-
fications affecting the gist of a scene [9]. Low-level saliency
can partly model this process [10, 11], but only to some ex-
tent [12], as attention does not necessarily imply awareness.
When the two images to compare are not displayed at the
same time, the phenomenon is even more likely to occur as
one can then only rely on an internal representation (i.e. a
memory) of the first stimulus when comparing it with the sec-
ond one.

Recently, the notion of image memorability [13, 14] was
introduced as a means to understand why some visual stimuli
have a higher chance to be remembered than others, but only
in the context of comparing different kinds of scenes. In this
paper, we are interested in memorability but from the point of
view of image quality. We aim indeed at assessing whether
some image quality features are more memorable than oth-
ers and how reliable internal representations actually are for
subjective IQA. Let us take the example of a pair-comparison
setup, in which two versions of the same image are shown
side-by-side on a display and where an observer is asked to
select the one that they believe has the highest overall quality.
First of all, it is important to keep in mind that detailed vision
is only available in a small portion of the visual field, roughly
of the size of a thumbnail at arm’s length. In other words,
the observer cannot scrutinise both images simultaneously, as
looking at one of them will automatically place the other one
in peripheral vision field (i.e. substantially less detailed [15]).
Therefore, short-term memory plays an important role here.
It having a limited capacity, only a certain quantity of infor-
mation from the two images can be compared at a time [8].
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Fig. 1. Description of the two setups in the experiment. In the side-by-side setup, observers have access to both stimuli, whereas
in the one after another setup, they have access to only one at a time.

However, since they are both displayed at the same time, the
content of short-term memory can be “updated” at will until
reaching a verdict as to the difference of quality between the
stimuli. Now, if the stimuli are shown one after the other, the
possibility of an “update” is removed. Is it then possible for
observers to reach the same verdict? In a sense, this question
pertains to assessing whether a full-reference1 subjective IQA
is equivalent to a reduced-reference1 IQA where the reduced-
reference is an internal representation.
In an attempt to answer this question, we report and anal-

yse results from a pair-comparison experiment comprising
two sessions: one using a side-by-side setup (as it is usually
done in the literature), and one using a one after another setup
(see Figure 1). In both cases, observers were asked to select
the image which they believed had the highest quality, with
the possibility of tie scores (meaning that the images were
believed to be indistinguishable in terms of quality).

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

2.1. Viewing conditions

We used an Eizo ColorEdge CG246W display (24.1” - 61cm),
calibrated with an EyeOne software for a colour tempera-
ture of 6500K, a gamma of 2.2 and a luminous intensity of
80cd/m2. The experiment was carried out in a dark room. A
chin rest was used in order to ensure a viewing distance of
50cm for all observers.

1Note that there are different frameworks for IQA, depending on the avail-
ability of a reference image or not: the full-reference framework assumes that
both stimuli are available, whereas the reduced-reference framework assumes
that one stimulus is only partially available.

2.2. Data

For our experiments, we selected a subset of 120 images from
the CID:IQ database [16]: 10 scenes, 4 types of distortions
(JPEG, Poisson noise, Gaussian blur and SGCK gamut map-
ping) and 3 out of 5 levels of distortions (levels 1, 3 and 5,
the latter corresponding to the strongest distortion). These
levels were chosen so as to avoid too small differences be-
tween stimuli. The undistorted images are depicted in Figure
2. Please refer to the original paper [16] for more details.

2.3. Observers

A total of 18 colour-normal observers participated to the ex-
periment, 15 of which were considered as experts in image
processing and/or colour science. Ages ranged between 22
and 53 and various cultural backgrounds were represented.
Finally, seven observers stated that they were somewhat fa-
miliar with the CID:IQ database. None of them was given
any indications as to the actual goals of the experiment. A
screening based to the method described in [17] revealed that
all observers were valid.

2.4. Task

As previously explained, the experiment comprised two ses-
sions: one during which images were displayed side-by-side,
i.e. simultaneously, and one during which they were dis-
played one after another, i.e. successively. Note that the same
positions were used in both setups (i.e. one image on the left,
one on the right), in order not only to be as consistent as pos-
sible, but also to avoid immediate change detection during the
switch. Figure 1 illustrates the setups.
In the side-by-side session, observers could analyse both

pictures as much as they wanted until reaching a verdict, at



Fig. 2. The scenes used in our visual experiment, numbered from top left (scene 1) to bottom right (scene 10). The scene with
the hedgehogs and the one with the turtles were considered as the most difficult ones to judge by our panel of observers, on
account of their high level of details.

which point they were asked to click on a button leading to a
“decision screen” where they were given the chance to chose
between “left” (i.e. the image on the left had the highest qual-
ity), “right” (i.e. the image on the right had the highest qual-
ity) or “?” (i.e. it was not possible to select either one or
the other image). In the one after another session, the im-
ages were displayed at the same locations but not at the same
time. Observers were given as much time as they deemed
necessary to look at the first image before moving to the sec-
ond one. It is particularly noteworthy that in both sessions
the observer’s assessment was asked once the stimuli were no
longer accessible and that there was no time limit. Note that
image sequences were generated randomly and differently for
each observer and each session. In particular, in the one after
another session, the choice of which image was shown first
(original or reproduction) was also random.
All observers participated to both sessions, with at least

24 hours between them. A randomly selected group of 9 ob-
servers started with the side-by-side session (Group 1) while
the remaining 9 started with the one after another session
(Group 2). The exact instructions given to the observers
were as follows: Decide which image has the highest quality.
Once you make a decision click on “Done” and then specify
“right” or “left”. If you don’t know, click on the question
mark. Finally, time was monitored during the experiment,
and observers were informed of this fact.

3. RESULTS

In order to account for intra- and inter-observer variability, we
computed for each image pair and in each session the mode
of decisions (i.e. the decision taken by the majority of ob-
servers). We refer to the result as the decisions of a represen-
tative observer in the remainder of this section.

3.1. Did the two setups lead to different quality assess-
ments?

To answer this question, let us first consider two types of dis-
crepancies in terms of quality assessments between the two
setups for a given image pair and for the representative ob-
server:

• D1: different quality assessments in the two setups, one
of them is a tie. This case implies that observers felt
less confident about their ability to make an accurate
quality assessment in one of the sessions than in the
other.

• D2: different quality assessments in the two setups, nei-
ther is a tie. This case implies that for a pair of images
A and B, if e.g. A was found of higher quality in the
side-by-side session, then B was found of higher qual-
ity in the one after another session. Assuming that the
assessment made in the side-by-side setup is the most
accurate, then a D2-type discrepancy essentially means
that the observers over-estimated their ability to make
an accurate quality assessment in the other setup.

We applied the two-sample binomial test at 95% confi-
dence [18] to evaluate whether the number of occurrences of
each of these cases was statistically different from zero in our
experimental data and found that D1-type discrepancies are
not statistically significant. However, there is a significant
difference between the proportions of tie scores given in the
side-by-side and one after another sessions, for Group 1 (5%
and 7%, respectively) and for Group 2 as well (7% and 10%,
respectively). Incidentally, observers fromGroup 2 found sig-
nificantly more ties than those from Group 1 in the one after
another session. This is consistent with the intuitive idea that



observers should be more confident in the one after another
session if they first carried out the other one.

Table 1. Percentages of D2-type observer judgment discrep-
ancies for the representative observer. All values are statis-
tically different from zero according to the two-sample bino-
mial test at 95% confidence. The star (*) indicates where the
results from the two groups are significantly different.

Group 1 Group 2
Overall 42% 33%
JPEG* 50% 20%

Poisson noise 30% 30%
Gaussian blur 33% 47%

SGCK gamut mapping 57% 37%

Table 1 reports the results for D2-type judgment discrep-
ancies. These results show that for a given pair of images
A and B, if A was found of higher quality in the side-by-
side setup, then there is a significant chance that image B
was found of higher quality in the one after another setup.
This seems to stand true particularly for Group 1 in the case
of JPEG and Gamut-mapping distortions (50% and 57% D2-
type discrepancies, respectively) and for Group 2 in the case
of blurred images (47%). We found that these proportions
are relatively consistent across scenes, with the exception of
scene 10 (human face), for which 67% of image pairs led to
a D2-type discrepancy for Group 1, against 25% for Group
2. They are also consistent across distortion levels, with two
noteworthy exceptions: gamut mapping level 2 vs level 3 led
to proportions of 70% for both groups, and noise level 1 vs
level 2 led to proportions not significantly different from zero,
also for both groups. This essentially means that gamut map-
ping distortions are substantially more difficult to assess than
Gaussian noise distortions if the original and distorted images
are not shown side-by-side. Furthermore, the proportion of
D2-type discrepancies is statistically different from zero for
all ten scenes for Group 1, but only for six of them for Group
2 (all but scenes 2, 5, 8 and 10). Finally, we found a statistical
difference between the two groups only in the case of JPEG
distortion (all scenes considered) and for scene 10 (all distor-
tions considered). These results are also consistent with the
idea that observers should be more confident in the one after
another session if they first carried out the other one.
It is well known that people tend to over-estimate their

visual perception [8] as demonstrated for instance by change
blindness experiments. Here we provide evidence that this
could also stand true in tasks pertaining to subjective quality
assessment. In other words, the process of assessing the qual-
ity of an image may be driven not only by perception, but also
by assumption. Incidentally, this also suggests that internal
representations (i.e. memories) of visual stimuli, are not al-
ways precise and/or relevant enough to serve as reliable refer-
ence in subjective image quality assessment. In other words,

human don’t always have the capacity to store in short-term
visual memory enough information to reliably compare two
images in terms of quality.

3.2. Time analysis

As previously mentioned, time was monitored during the ex-
periment. Table 2 reports the statistics of each group in each
session. Note that we considered the time given to rate the
very first pair of each session as an outlier.

Table 2. Average times (in seconds). For the one after an-
other session, the average time spent on each stimulus is
given.

Group 1 Group 2
side-by-side 4.1 4.0

one after another: first stimulus 5.0 7.7
one after another: second stimulus 3.3 5.3

one after another: total 8.4 13.1

In order to assess whether more time was needed in one
of the sessions than in the other, we performed the two-sided
sign test. We found that, for Group 1, more time was taken
in the one after another session for about 88% of the pairs,
whereas for Group 2, more time was taken in 96% of the
cases. Note that there seems to be no significant variations
between the different types of distortions. Additionally, a
two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test revealed that the pro-
portion of pairs for which a higher decision time was required
in the one after another session was significantly different be-
tween the two groups. This means that if the side-by-side ses-
sion was performed first, observers were faster at finishing the
other one.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

Aiming at understanding the role of short-term memory in
subjective image quality assessment, we reported and com-
pared results from two pair-comparison methods: stimuli
shown side-by-side versus stimuli shown one after another.
Our main goal was to answer the question: “Can one reach
the same verdict in both sessions?”. Results suggest that
most observers could not. In particular, we found that they
tended to significantly over-estimate their ability to make an
accurate quality assessment in the one after another session,
especially if they carried out the side-by-side session a priori.
The significance of these results needs, however, to be ascer-
tained with more experiments of this kind, involving more
types and levels of distortions.
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